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Abstract
Aerial photography can be an attractive alternative to satellite imagery to generate remote
sensing data. Inexpensive hardware components were combined with the development of a
methodology for linear transformation of aerial imagery, with the intent of establishing vegetative
indexing from a low-cost high-altitude balloon sensor platform. Test results provided proof of
concept that a low-cost balloon payload system can be utilized to produce remote sensing data
for smaller study areas. Next steps for future balloon flights involve improving hardware to
allow for automated georeferencing and accuracy assessment.
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Introduction

Within the field of remote sensing, aerial photography is an attractive alternative to satellite imagery for smaller study areas. The advent of digital photography allows for easier analysis of
remotely sensed data. Aerial imagers can yield higher spatial and temporal resolution with more
flexibility and lower cost than spaceborne sensors, allow easy ground site validation, and additionally suffer less intervening atmospheric scattering at lower altitudes.
This project focuses on aerial imagery taken from a low cost high-altitude balloon flight conducted by the University of Maryland Balloon Payload Program (UMDBPP) with the intent of
establishing methodology for linear transformation and performing accuracy assessment with satellite data.
Each flight conducted by the UMDBPP is comprised of a small number of individual research
payloads developed and managed by student payload teams. A parachute is attached to the neck
of the balloon, and beneath the parachute is attached the Command Module, the tracking payload
that houses two Uputronics HABduinos, which contain GPS units connected to 2 m band radios
set to broadcast location packets over APRS frequencies, as well as a redundant cell tracker for
acquiring and broadcasting location over the cellular phone network. Research payloads are tied
together via paracord beneath the Command Module in a single vertical line, typically spaced 0.5 m
apart. After the balloon has been inflated and launched, after several thousand meters of continuous
ascent, the balloon bursts and the payload string descends, slowed by the inline parachute.
Typically, UMDBPP balloon flights are designated with the prefix NS (Near Space) followed
by the flight number. Of UMDBPP flights between NS-45 and NS-71, average burst altitude is
25.8 km, while average downrange distance upon landing is 69 km [1]. The data used in this project
was collected on flight NS-67, which took place on July 15th, 2017.
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Data

The data used in this project was collected on flight NS-67, which took place on July 15th, 2017.
Imagery was collected by a weather balloon research payload, Vegetation Index from Reflectivity
and Directed Emissivity (VIRDE). VIRDE is comprised of a Picamera v2 NoIR [6], a SenseHat
inertial measurement unit (IMU) [4] (see Figure 1b). A concurrently logging GPS unit is housed
in a separate payload. The research objective of VIRDE is to provide a platform for inexpensive
vegetation indexing and mapping.
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On July 15th, 2017, VIRDE flew aboard weather balloon flight NS-67 of the UMDBPP, which
launched from 20121 Scholar Dr, Hagerstown, MD 21742 at 11:23:49 EDT. Throughout the flight,
VIRDE captured RGB images at 15 s intervals. IMU data from the SenseHat logged on 5 s intervals,
and GPS data from the main tracking payload logged on a 1 s interval.

(a) Altitude profile of balloon flight.

(b) VIRDE payload construction.

Figure 1: Balloon flight NS-67 took place on July 15th, 2017.
The balloon averaged approximately 6.5 m s−1 ascent rate for 65 min 3 s before bursting at
25 575.6 m altitude at 12:28:52 EDT (Figure 1a).
The camera sensor, a Sony IMX219 [3], has an FOV of 48.8◦ vertical by 62.2◦ horizontal, with
a maximum effective resolution of 3280 by 2464 pixels [6], and is positioned at 24.4◦ from nadir.
Applied over the objective of the sensor is Roscolux #2007 Storaro Blue [2] theatrical filter (Figure
2).
This accuracy of this data is mainly limited by the quality and spectral response of the sensor
(Figure 2a) and filter (Figure 2b). The filter heavily reduces transmission in the red and green
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(a) Sensor spectral response.

(b) Filter spectral transmission.

(c) Expected spectral response of
sensor through filter transmission.
[5]

Figure 2: Spectral response of Sony IMX219 sensor [3] and Roscolux #2007 Storaro Blue filter [2].
bands while allowing up to 50 % transmission in the blue and NIR bands (Figure 2b). This allows
NIR light to bleed into the red band, meaning a vegetation index can be calculated from blue
and red (NIR) in the resulting transmission (Figure 2c). Using blue in vegetation indexing further
reduces accuracy to Rayleigh scattering, manifesting as a loss of information in the blue band.
ISOdata unsupervised classification was run on the image taken at 12:28:44 EDT (Figure 3a).
From this classification, 4 classes were extracted: Cloud, Cloud Shadow, Forest, and Field (Figure
3b).
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Methods

Data preparation consisted of linear transformation and georeferencing. Future correction will
involve planimetric rectification and band compensation (filter transmission and expected atmospheric scattering). Accuracy assessment utilized the Red (as NIR) and Blue bands in comparison
with satellite imagery with a similar time and extent. Imagery taken using the payload camera has
an expected pixel size of approximately 10 m at 30 km at nadir.
Since I am using the blue band in the calculation, I expect to need to account for blue scattering
in the intervening atmosphere from altitude.
Ultimately, the prepared data values will be used to calculate Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI). Traditionally, NDVI is calculated as follows:
N DV I =

N IR − Red
N IR + Red

(1)

where Red and N IR are the DN (digital numbers) of their respective bands. However, due to the
unconventional nature of this sensor setup, I am using the following formula instead:
N DV I =

Red
0.5
Red
0.5

−
+

Blue
0.4
Blue
0.4

(2)

where Red is NIR light at around 50 %, and Blue is Visible light at around 40 %.
The main methodology for image rectification is written in both R and Python, the former
assigning corner coordinates given magnetometer readings in X, Y, and Z as well as gyroscopic
orientation in pitch and roll, and the latter warping imagery using GDAL using calculated ground
control points (GCPs).
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The orientation and magnetometer data passes through an R script, which calculates compass
bearing b using the following formula:
b = arctan

mY × cos roll − mZ × sin roll
mX × cos pitch + mY × sin roll × sin pitch − mZ × cos roll × sin pitch

(3)

where MX , MY , and MZ are magnetometer readings in their respective axis directions.
Over-ground distances to image corners are found using the following formula:
s
dgnd =

ddir
H
cos F OV
+ roll
2

2

− HAGL 2

(4)

where ddir is the direct distance to the top or bottom of the image footprint, HAGL is the elevation
over ground level, and F OV H = 62.2◦ , the horizontal field of view of the sensor. Image corner
bearings bc are then found using the following formula:
bc = b ± arccos

HAGL × tan (F OV V + pitch)
dgnd

(5)

where HAGL is the elevation over ground level and F OV V = 48.83◦ , the vertical field of view of the
sensor. The image corner coordinates are then calculated using the image corner angles, ground
distances, and the WGS84 datum, using the geosphere package.
The corner coordinates are passed to a Python script running a GDAL interface that applies the
appropriate geometric transformation to the images, outputting GeoTIFF images such as Figure
3c.
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Results

The sensor collected 392 images throughout the flight. The highest altitude image with stable
composure was taken at 12:28:44 EDT (Figure 3a), 8 s before balloon burst and at 25.38 km elevation
above ground level. Georeferencing this dataset is limited by a lack of local real-time clock (RTC),
which led to desynchronizing timekeeping between the local sensors and the separately-housed GPS
RTC.
This prevented accurate automatic othorectification. Through manual correction of IMU values,
the 12:28:44 EDT image (Figure 3a) was georeferenced using corner coordinates (Figure 3c).
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Discussion

The payload successfully applied coordination between the Raspberry Pi and filtered sensor system
to produce filtered imagery applicable for vegetation indexing (See Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Due to a lack of time synchronization and difficulty georeferencing, no accuracy assessment
was performed with reference imagery. When georeferencing is possible, accuracy assessment will
involve land cover classification into five classes (Forest, Field, Bare Ground, Residential, and
Urban), excluding areas masked by clouds or cloud shadows, and optimally use Landsat imagery
classification as a reference. Since payload imagery shows a significant amount of noise at the pixel
level, accuracy assessment will likely be more effective at elevations significantly lower than 25 km.
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Conclusion

This proof of concept worked surprisingly well as a stable imaging platform, and attained significantly large image footprints, up to 29.03 km vertical. Although automated georeferencing was
not accurate in this dataset, adding an on-board GPS and increasing the data collection rate of a
future flight will solve that problem.
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(a) Image taken at 12:28:44 EDT, AGL: 25 379 m.

(b) Classification result.

(c) Georeferenced result of manual correction.

Figure 3: Image taken by payload camera at 12:28:44 EDT, shortly before balloon burst.
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(a) Image taken at 11:24:25 EDT, AGL: 252.0 m, (b) Image taken at 11:28:26 EDT, AGL: 1893 m. Visshortly after launch. The UMDBPP team is visible ible in this image are transitions between forest and
at the edge of the parking lot.
agricultural fields, as well as an example of cloud cover.

(c) Image taken at 11:51:57 EDT, AGL: 10 080 m

(d) Image taken at 12:11:58 EDT, AGL: 18 552 m

(e) Image taken at 12:59:31 EDT, AGL: 1007 m

(f) Image taken at 13:01:16 EDT, AGL: 320.1 m,
shortly before landing.

Figure 4: Additional images taken by camera payload in flight.
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